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This paper addresses the problem of source attribution for secondary atmospheric pollutants in numerical models, i.e., quantifying the contribution of different precursor emission sources to observed concentrations. This is a non-trivial problem, and there is as yet no consensus on how this should be done, and this paper makes a substantial contribution to helping resolve this issue. It describes the two key methods used (tagging vs. the sensitivity approach) and then presents a formal method for using the tagging approach, applying it to two stylized chemistry schemes with different underlying behaviors. This formalization is then used to quantify the errors that are associated with applying the sensitivity approach to assess source contributions. The study has been thoughtfully devised and the paper is well written, and as the topic is of considerable interest to atmospheric modelers I believe that it is appropriate for publication in GMD with only minor revisions.

One issue that needs to be addressed in more detail is the applicability of the formal tagging method described here to real chemistry schemes involving more complex interactions. The two stylized schemes described are valid, but it is not clear that they adequately cover all situations possible in a real chemistry. A brief assessment of this would be very helpful. A second concern is that the paper implies that the sensitivity approach is appropriate for source attribution; while some studies in the past have used it this way, it would be helpful to point out that it is not an appropriate method for this purpose. A strength of the current study is that it allows quantification of the errors in this approach, but the authors should remind readers that the approach should be used for emissions sensitivities only, not for source attribution.

Specific Comments

Intro, 2nd Para: It would be useful to acknowledge simpler, linear cases (e.g., Radon, CFCs and other primary pollutants) where the two approaches give the same answer, before highlighting the differences for secondary pollutants, particularly those with nonlinear chemistry such as ozone. The focus of this paper on secondary species such as ozone is implicit, but should be stated here explicitly.

Section 3, 1st para: A more important question here is why the source contribution matters. The main reason is that the climate impacts depend on the absolute contribution from a particular source. This should be clearly differentiated from the key motivation of the sensitivity approach which is to determine the effects of emission changes around some standard conditions representing the present, i.e., the local gradient term.

R12/R13: This makes the assumption that conditions are well-mixed. This is fine for stylized (or real) chemistry at a single point/box, but does not apply in the real atmosphere where there may be preferential reaction of Z_i or Z_j driven by heterogeneity in species distribution. What impact would this be expected to have?
There are weaknesses in the tagging methods as applied in 3-D models which are not acknowledged here. No model advection scheme is sufficiently conservative that the sum of constituent components equals the mass of total tracer, even for inert tracers. The absence of a practical implementation of the tagging approach in current models is acknowledged at the end of section 6, but other weaknesses in the approach should also be mentioned here.

p.828, l.10: Note that this is misuse of the sensitivity method. It should not be used for source attribution in this way (but sometimes is)

p.831, line 16: "X=10*Y" should read "X=Y/10" both here and in the legend to Fig 3.

p.835, l.3: perhaps add "even for the simpler chemistry considered here"

p.836, l.2: Fig 1 (and intuition) would suggest that the errors should be greater for positive perturbations than negative ones based on the curvature of the function shown. Some additional explanation is needed here. Please check the sign convention used for alpha is consistent here with p.828.

p.839, l.2: These seasonal variations in the errors are clearly illustrated in S. Wu et al., GRL, 2009 (Fig 2), and also in Fiore et al., JGR, 2009 (Fig 9).

p.839, l.12: I would expect some reference to Horowitz et al., JGR, 1999, as an example of an attempt at a reasonably full (yet not complete) tagging scheme applied in a large-scale model.

Figure 1 is very helpful but needs simplification as it provides too much information at once. It would be useful to separate the annotation (blue, red and orange bits) from the basic graph showing the function and gradient terms, so the figure could be presented in two panels to highlight these separate features. Showing the gradient line (f-prime) as a dashed line would also improve clarity.

Minor grammar and style issues, etc.
p.839, l.12: ‘Blow up’ is too colloquial, please rephrase.
p.842, line before R14: ‘{1,...,M}’ should be ‘{1,...,m}’
p.842, B2 and B3: check the formatting on these equations.
p.843, l.16: ‘Prietly’ -> ‘Priestly’
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